Casa Da Esquila
Gourmet, Rural
Located in Casteleiro, very close to the Serra da Estrela and next to one of the most
beautiful historical villages of Portugal, Sortelha, the Casa da Esquila is a privileged space for
Food, Wine, and other sins...
Based on the concept Rural Gourmet, the offer of the Casa da Esquila is enhanced by
the fantastic natural resources that the region has, which combined with the rich culture
and culinary tradition, complemented by experience professionals make the table of
the Esquila, a must, because as someone said, this is probably one of the best table in Serra
da Estrela and “Beiras”.
Specialities :

Meat of outstanding quality, fish with traditional fragrances, vegetables and fruits from
organic production, regional sausages, cheeses and many other national reference products
with an transcendent flavor. All this combined with a season menu based on tree themes.
(Farmer, Regional, Gourmet w/ Signature)

Location :
Rua da Estrada,Nº74 6320-121 Casteleiro
City Hall:
Sabugal
Latitude :
N 40º30’28.74”
Longitude :
W 7º23’26.95”
Phone :
+351 271 381 070
MSN:
casadaesquila@hotmail.com
Mail reservations:
reservas@esquila.pt
Skype:
casadaesquila
Site :
www.esquila.pt
Capacity :
70 (Restaurant) + 310 (Cordovil Lounge) Places.
Suggested Price Menú (without Wines) :
20€
Open All days
From 12:00 to 15:00;
From 19:30 to 22:30;
General :
Access for Physically challenged persons; Parking; Reservations recommended ; Good for Groups; Visa;

The philosophy of Casa da Esquila is simple, we want to be able to awake in those who visit
us feelings of pure pleasure, satisfaction and well-being.
Based on a quality policy, either of products or services, always keeping in mind a
fundamental question: Respect. For the community, for the environment, for the
people we touch.
We expect your visit, because after all ... this is probably one of the best tables in Serra da
Estrela & “Beiras”.

